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ABSTRACT

The pefonnance of a bandlimited trellis decoding receiver (BTR) is investigated

for MSK class modulations in adjacent channel interfelence (ACI). The receiver consists

of a front-end bandlimiting filter, a Nyquist sampler, ancl Viterbi Algorithm decoding of

the trcllis matched to the sampled truncatecl impulse rcsponse of the channel. As there is

no known optimum detector in non-Gaussian ACI, this l'eceiver is a canclidate for super.ior

perlbrmance in ACI compared to the matchecl fìlter' (MF) receiver. Analysis as well as

simulation results show that the BTR has indistinguishable performance comparecl to the

optimum MF in additive white Gaussian noise only for Offset Quadrature phase Shift

Keying (OQPSK), Sinusoidal Frcquency Shift Keying (SFSK) and Minimum Shift Keying

(MSK). In ACI the BTR demonstrates considerable morc robustness than the MF,

suppressing up to 4.8 dB more ACI.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the ever crowded radio spectrum which demands closer spectral packing of

signals, adjacent channel interference has become a serious limiting factor in Frequency

Division Multiple Access (FDMA) systems. Furthermore high levels of adjacent channel

interference (ACI) can be experienced with the near-far problem , where a user receives a

far distance signal in the proximity of someone else's transmission. For FDMA systems,

the constant envelope minimum shift keying (MSK) type modulations is an attractive

choice. The constant envelope constraint allows the use of less expensive, more power

efficient nonlinear amplifiers in the transmission. Although the constant envelope implies a

wider bandwidth compared to ideal Nyquist pulses, these constant envelope modulations

still have attractive bandwidth properties with modulations such as MSK and Gaussian

minimum shift keying (GMSK) .

A lot of the previous work in ACI suppression investigated the modulation

question, culminating in the optimization of the baseband waveform to minimize the

fraction of out of band power for a particular bandwidth I1l . Only recently has there been

work on receiver design for improved þerformance in ACI compared to the standard

quadrature correlation receiver (MF). This work [2]-[3] used wide front end filtering

while sampling at twice the receiver's bandwidth in conjunction with either linear equalizer

or decision feedback equalizers. For the case of one antenna with a signal in intersymbol

interference (ISÐ and ACI , this receiver showed some improvements in ACI suppression.

This thesis investigates the design and performance of a receiver for ACI

suppression and additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) mitigation. The approach taken is

to strictly bandlimit the received signal and sample at the Nyquist rate to provide

sufficient statistics of the bandlimited signal for a trellis decoder. The trellis decoder is

matched to the truncated bandlimited signal and proceeds with a sub optimum maximum



likelihood sequence estimation in the presence of AWGN and the filtered ACI. The

receiver, called the bandlimiting trellis decoding receiver (BTR), rejects considerable ACI

through naffow bandlimiting filtering and uses the ISI in the trellis decoding for detection.

As there is no known optimum detector for non Gaussian ACI in AWGN, the BTR is a

candidate for superior performance compared to the traditional matched filter (MF).

1.1 Scope of Thesis

The focus of this thesis is to investigate the performance of the BTR for MSK type

modulations in AWGN and ACI. The performance of the BTR is benchmarked with the

performance of the MF receiver, which is optimum in AWGN only. The thesis is

composed as follows. Chapter two provides a review of classical detection theory for

linear signals in AWGN and shows its limitations in the detection of signals in non

Gaussian ACI. In addition, this chapter examines three sub-optimum approaches to this

signal detection problem; the nuisance parameter approach, joint maximum likelihood

sequence estimation (JMLSE), and subspace projection. The BTR is an example of

subspace projection, where the received signal is projected onto a bandlimited subspace.

Chapter three introduces the MSK type modulations as an example of linear offset

quadrature modulation. This chapter then presents the BTR receiver for MSK type

modulations, discussing in detail the bandlimiting filter and the resulting intersymbol

interference of the signal of interest (SOÐ and the statistics of the filtered ACI, as well as

the metrics for the trellis decoder in AWGN and in ACL The first section of Chapter four

contains analysis and Monte Carlo simulation results for the performance of the BTR in

AV/GN compared to the optimum performance of the MF. The last section presents

extensive Monte Carlo simulations for the performance of the BTR compared to the MF

in AV/GN and ACI, as well as a simplified analysis of the BTR based on modeling the



filtered ACI as white Gaussian noise. The final chapter summarizes the results of the thesis

and indicates further areas of study.
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2. LITBRATURE REVIE\ry

This chapter first provides a review of classical detection theory in AWGN for

linear signals (maximum likelihood detection) and then shows its limitations in the

detection of signals in non Gaussian ACI. The review goes into some detail because

establishing the vector space concepts is important in understanding the rest of the

chapter. It also serves as background for the BTR, which performs MLSE on a

bandlimited subspace. Three standard sub-optimum approaches, the nuisance parameter

approach, joint maximum likelihood sequence estimation (JMLSE), and subspace

projection are examined in the context of this signal detection problem. The nuisance

parameter approach is shown to be untractable as a realizable receiver, while the JMLSE

results in excessive hardware complexity. Both the fractionally spaced DFE and the BTR

are discussed as examples of the subspace projection approach.

2.1 Classical Detection in AWGN.

The discussion focuses on the case of detecting linear signals in AWGN. For MSK

class modulation, the transmitted signal can be considered as two linear antipodal signals

in quadrature. Consider symbol by symbol detection, where the received signal for binary

signaling is:

r(t)=s,(r)+n(r) 0<r<T i=7,2 (2.1)

where either hypothesis s¡(t) or s2(t) is equally likely, and n(t) is white Gaussian noise

with spectral density No/2 watts/Hz. The maximum a posterior (MAp) decision rule,

given r(t), is to choose the hypothesis which is most likely, in other words, choose the

hypothesis whose a posterior density function f{s¡(t) l<rl I has rhe largesr value. 'When



the hypotheses are equally likely, this decision rule can be restated in terms of f{r(t) I *,(Ð }

when considering the Bayes rule, since:

f{ s, (t)l r(t; ¡ =
f { r(t)l s, (t)}P{s, (t)}

f {r(t) }
(2.2)

Both P{si(t)} (the probability of hypothesis of si(t)) and f{r(t) } have rhe same value for

either hypothesis, hence choosing the hyporhesis with largesr f{ r(t) I ,,(t) }, which is

known as the maximum likelihood rule (ML), is equivalent to the MAp rule. In the

continuous signal case, the density function ft<tl lq(t)Ì is clearly not well formulated.

Following the Karhunen-Loeve approach, this density function can be well defined by

converting the continuous signal r(t) into a set of discrete values, called sufficient statistics

l4l.

The Karhunen-Loeve approach is to project r(t) onto an arbitrary set of

orthonormal functions {rp,(t), <pz(t),... } which span L21T), under the constraint that the set

of random variables {r¡ }, where rj =fiCrl,l,(t)dt , are unconelated with each other.

Since the noise has Gaussian statistics, then each r¡ is Gaussian because the output of any

linear operation (here integration) on a Gaussian process is Gaussian as well. Note that the

Gaussian noise in this case is white, therefore any arbitrary set of orthonormal functions

satisfy the Karhunen-Loeve condition. Hence the set of {r¡} are independent Gaussian

random variables with mean .,,, =J},(t)qj(t)dt and variance No/2 watts. As the original

signal r(t) can be reconstructed from {r¡ }, the decision rule can be equivalently applied to

{r¡ }. Since the f{ t lt, } are Gaussian densities, the decision rule can be more compactly

implemented by taking the natural log of the ratio of these two densities and comparing

the result to a threshold. This test is called the log likelihood test,,\(r) and is defined here

AS:

z\.(r)=l¡¡f{t lt, }/ f{r lsz} l
if À(r)>0 choose s1(t) as the transmitted signal

if Â(r)<0 choose s2(t) as the transmitted signal (2.3)
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À (r) = *l-å,t -s, ¡) .å,., -,,,,'l'

where , = fi{r),1, (t)at and s,,, = $, {,)*, (r)dr.

T

at-J(r1t;-r,(t))'
0

Note that the arbitrary set of orthonormal functions in the case of AWGN can be

chosen to minimize the number of dimensions to evaluate Ä(r) . For a signal set of two

signals, up to two orthornormal basis signals can represent either two signals exactly as a

linear combination of these basis signals. The two basis signals can be constructed from

the original signal set according to the well known Gram-Schmidt procedure. The

complete set of orthornormal signals is now the vector space of the direct sum of the two

basis signals and its orthogonal complement. Ä(r) can be evaluated up to these two basis

dimensions, because the remaining dimensions are orthogonal to s1(t) and s2(t) and

contribute zero in the inner product terms in r\(r) .

An alternative way to evaluate Â(r) is to recognize that as {r¡, si;} are coefficients

of an orthonormal set of functions. According to Parseval's theorem, the right-hand side

can be equivalently computed by:

Â(r) = frfTf.,,, - 
s, (r))'

I
o'l (2.4)

(2.s)

Equation (2.4) indicates that the receiver chooses the signal closest to the received signal

in Euclidean space. Here the Euclidean space is defined as the set of finite energy complex

signals over the (0,T) interval, where the inner product and norm are defined by:

T/\l-
(*(t),y(t)) = J x(t)1(t)dt

0
T

ll*(t)ll' = J l*1t¡l'ot
0



where Z denotes the complex conjugate of z. The log likelihood function can be simplified

to:

À(r) = *[-i., t)s, (t)dt + 2Jr(t) s, (t)dt + u, - u, 
]t

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

T
where E, = J rf {t)Ot joules, for i=1,2,is the energy of s¡(t).

0

Assuming the receiver knows the energy of the two signals (Er and E2), then the

receiver requires only to perform two correlations with the received signal by using two

filters with impulse responses h¡(t)=s,ç1-t). These filters are ,.matched,' to the signals s1(t)

and s2(t) [4].

In the case of a sequence of statistically independent symbols, this maximum

likelihood approach can be easily extended to maximum likelihood sequence estimation

(MLSE). For binary antipodal signaling, then the received signal is:

N

r(t;=)a,n(t-jT)+n(t)
j=l

where p(t) is an arbitrary waveform defined over (0,T) outside of which it is zero, and a¡

are equally likely (i or -1) independent random variables. The approach here is to

determine the most likely sequence of N symbols (or equivalently the lxN vector a ) given

r(t). Hence MLSE means choosing a that has largest ln[f{r I a}] since each sequence is

equally likely . According to the approach outlined above , then

z\(r) = *J[.,,, - iu,prt- jr)) " = *å.],f,,,- ajp(t- ¡r) ot

The vector space concepts are now naturally extended to (0, NT) space. Thus the MLSE

receiver chooses the signal sequence closest to the received signal over 0 to NT. Notice

that in this case because each symbol is statistically independent from each other and there



is no time overlap

decisions.

between symbols, the MLSE collapses down to symbol by symbol

2.2 Detection in AWGN and ACI

It is still an open question to find a method to generate a set of orthonormal

functions suchthattheresultingf { rl a } in AWGN and ACI leads to arealizable

receiver structure. The Karhunen-Loeve expansion method fails in the presence of ACI

and AV/GN, because of the non-Gaussian statistics of the ACI. Assuming the ACI is wide

sense stationary, then even if a set of orthonormal functions are found that satisfy the

Karhunen-Loeve condition, it does not follow that the uncorrelated projections on each of

these orthornormal functions are statistically independent. Although the joint density

function f { r I a } could be determined in theory, there is no guarantee that the resulting

f{ .l a } is implementable. Just as the Karhunen-Loeve method is specialized for the

additive Gaussian noise case, it is possible that there are specialized methods that apply to

certain types of ACI, but up to this date no research has been conducted along these lines.

In general, for the optimum detection of signals in ACI and AWGN, the

interpretation of choosing the signal closest to the received signal in Euclidean space has

to be abandoned. There is the important case when the ACI is designed to be orthogonal

to the space spanned by the signal set of interest (SOI). If the received waveform in this

case is projected onto a vector space which is spanned by the SOI then the resulting

sufficient statistics have no component due to ACI. The detection problem reduces to the

case of detecting the SOI in AWGN. Hence in this case the vector space interpretation can

be kept.

Many modulation schemes have been designed to meet this requirement of

orthogonality. There are two main obstacles to achieving orthogonality, phase offset and

symbol time offset between the SOI and the adjacent channels. Phase offset is the relative



phase difference between carriers, and symbol time offset is the difference in time that a

symbol is asserted. The simplest case is when the channels are phase offset but symbol

time synchronized. Examples of this case are Frequency Division Multiple Access

(FDMA) and Code Division Multiple Access ( CDMA). A synchronized FDMA system

divides up its frequency band into equal sized bands which are spaced such that non-

coherent orthogonality is obtained. Typically FDMA systems use quadrature phase shift

keying (QPSK) which requires a IlT frequency spacing. A synchronized CDMA system

on the other hand shares its frequency band with all channels, and ensures orthogonality by

supplying each user with an orthogonal spreading code ( i.e, orthogonal to all the other

codes).

The requirement to be orthogonal for all symbol time offsets say between x(t) (the

SOI) and a(t) ( the ACI) is harder to achieve. In effect, this means the cross corelation

between x(t) and a(t) is zero for all time shifts. In other words,

for all t (2.e)

This cross correlation is simply the convolution of x(t) with a(-t). This condition translated

to the frequency domain means that the product X(f )Ã(f ) equals zero for all frequencies,

where X(f) and A(f) are the Fourier transforms of x(t) and a(t) respectively. Therefore

X(f) and A(f) have to be frequency limited in a complementary manner to achieve this

condition' One method is for X(f) and A(f) to be bandlimited and sufficienrly frequency

separated so there is no frequency overlap. Hence, the traditional notion of adjacent

bandlimited channels comes naturally out of this discussion. Note that frequency limitation

implies an infinite time span for each symbol signal which adds the complication of

detecting a sequence of symbols which overlap with each other. One solution to this

classic problem of detecting a sequence of bandlimited signals without intersymbol

interference is the set of Nyquist pulses .

?
I

J x(t)a(t +t)dt = 0
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There are number of situations where non-orthogonal ACI is unavoidable.

Constant amplitude modulations like MSK are desired when using amplifiers in the more

power efficient non-linear region, or the channel distortion is such, as in fast fading mobile

channels, that the orthogonality is destroyed resulting in ACI. There are at least three sub

optimum approaches for the receiver design in the presence of unwanted ACI. These are

the nuisance parameter, joint estimation, and projection into subspace approaches, each of

which are discussed briefly.

2.3 Nuisance Parameter

The nuisance parameter approach has been successfully applied to unwanted

random parameters in the SOI itself such as phase uncertainty or amplitude variation due

to flat fading channels [5]. It has been suggested that this approach could be applied to

ACI, which would be modeled as an additive unwanted parameter [6]. The following

discussion shows that this approach is only successful, but unwieldy, in the case of

synchronized and noncoherent ACI, and fails in the more general unsynchronized scenario.

For simplicity in the discussion, let the received signal in AWGN and ACI be:

(2.t0)

where

where b¡, c¡ are independent equally likely (1 or -1) random variables, and the

synchronization offset and the phase offsetl,0 are uniform independent random variables

over (0,T) and (0,2n) respectively. The nuisance parameter approach is to assume a(t) is

known in order to form t{ r lb, c, }., 0 } using the standard Karhunen-Loeve method for

r(t)=s(t)+a(t)+n(t)
N

s(t¡=)u,n{t-jr)
j=l

N

a(t) = )c,p(t- jT-I)cos(2dt+0) (2.r1)
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AWGN. Then the desired f{ r I

c, T , 0 according to the joint

equation form:

b ) is obtained by averaging out the random parameters

density function f{ c, }", 0 }= P{ c }f{ }, }f{ 0 }. In

ÀÌf { e }f { rl b,c,},0)d0d}.=

ì

å#þl f""t{- * |r,,,, 
-å o' n,, - jr) + 

å.,nr, - 
jr - À) cos(2æro t + 0) } r'? dt 

þro^

(2.12)

The nuisance parameter approach results in the best average receiver in the case where

theset of random ( or nuisance ) parameters are not estimated or detected. For the general

case of an unsynchronized adjacent signal, this expression is not tractable for a realizable

receiver. There is the complication of correlation between symbols due to time overlap of

the adjacent signal's symbols, but more detrimentally is the non tractable (analytically)

integral which does not provide the form for the sufficient statistics required by the

receiver. In the case that the adjacent channel is synchronized (1"=0), this expression could

be analyzed for a realizable receiver. This case is uninteresting, since if the adjacent

channel is synchronized, then a noncoherently orthogonal modulation scheme for the two

channels would be chosen resulting in no ACI.

2.4 Joint Maximum Likelihood Sequence Estimation

Joint maximum likelihood sequence estimation (JMLSE) is an optimum strategy

for detecting both the SOI and the ACI in AWGN. The JMLSE receiver chooses one

ensemble member of the SOI and ACI stochastic process that is closest in Euclidean

distance to the received signal. Although JMLSE is not necessarily optimum for detecting

r{ rl b l = ipt ., ljjrt
i=l ¡, 0

t2



the SOI alone in AV/GN and ACI, for the case where the cross-correlation between the

SOI and the ACI is relatively weak, the performance can be very close to the performance

of detecting the SOI in AWGN without ACItTl. Since there is correlation between

symbols, due to symbol overlap between adjacent channels because of the synchronization

offsets, the JMLSE does not simptify to symbol by symbol detection. The main drawback

for the JMLSE approach is the large increase in hardware , such as the additional phase

lock loops, frequency oscillators and matched filters for detecting the adjacent channel

signals. This increase in hardware may be prohibitive in some applications, such as battery

powered hand held communication devices. Also there is some complexity involved in

computing the JMLSE from the sufficient statistics with a dynamic programming

algorithm such as the Viterbi Algorithm (VA).

One important feature of the JMLSE is its perfoûnance in the near-far effect,

where the ACI is at a much higher power level than the SOI. Under the assumption that

the phase and synchronization offsets of the ACI are known to the receiver, the JMLSE

performance is neither limited and probably not even degraded, as is the case with the

conventional matched filter receiver, by any relative increase in the power of the ACI. The

JMLSE performance is not limited because there is no unbounded nuisance parameter due

to the ACI as there is with the conventional receiver, since all of the ACI is estimated. In

fact, with the increase in relative power of the ACI, the estimate of the ACI becomes more

reliable. For the conventional receiver, however, an increase in ACI power means that the

ACI at the output of the matched filter is more detrimental to performance. That the

JMLSE performance may not even be degraded in the near far situation is suggested by

some simulation studies of asynchronous CDMA systems detected by JMLSE t7l. The

asynchronous CDMA system is analogous to ACI in the sense that each user's signal is

weakly correlated with each other over all synchronization offsets. The results show that

for the simple case of two CDMA signals there is an improvement in performance where,

with an increase in the other user's signal power, the performance converges to that of

t3



a single user. Note , however, that this discussion applies in the idealistic case where the

phase and synchronization offsets of the ACI are known to the receiver. In practice, one

associates a density function with the error of the estimates of synchronization and phase

offsets i an¿ ô which degrade the theoretical performance. The performance behavior of

the JMLSE in the near-far effect should be confirmed under a realistic assumption for
^^f{ f.}and f{ 0 }.

Another difficulty with JMLSE for ACI in FDMA systems is exactly how much

ACI should be jointly estimated. For example, should just the two closest adjacent

channels be estimated, in which case there is some unestimated ACI , or should all the

channels be estimated, which is prohibitively expensive in hardware. It is not clear that

jointly estimating three channels in an unsynchronized FDMA system should have better

performance for the SOI then simply detecting the SOI with a bandlimiting filter. One area

where JMLSE has found application is in jointly estimating the SOI in cochannel

intetference, where the interference is localized in time and frequency with the SOI[8].

2.5 Subspaceprojection

Since the projection of the SOI and ACI onto a complete space is undesirable due

to prohibitive receiver hardware and complexity, an alternative approach is to project onto

a reduced subspace that is chosen according to an acceptable criterion. One problem is

that there is no tractable criterion in the presence of ACI related to error performance.

Note that for the case of stationary Gaussian ACI, the optimum filter (or equivalently the

subspace) for the detection of the SOI is the whitened matched filter which also maximizes

the signal power to interference power ratio (S/I). It is generally accepted that the best

criterion in lieu of the ideal criterion is the subspace that maximizes the SII . The difficulty,

however, is in implementing this criterion, since the filtering is band limited which causes

14



both intersymbol interference and noise correlation. There is an inherent trade off between

ACI rejection and ISI. The more bandlimited the filter is, the better the ACI rejection is,

but the resulting ISI is more severe.

Because of the difficulties in implementing this criterion, there has only been one

example where this criterion has been applied directly[9]. In this case the filtered received

signal is sampled at the symbol rate and a decision feedback equalizer (DFE) is employed

to reduce the resulting intersymbol interference. Other research has avoided ISI by

optimizing a filter under the S/I criterion with the constraint that the filter has a limited

time span[lO]. Another study used[l1] spectrally tighter filters but do not equalize the

resulting ISI, since the increased ACI rejection more than offset this performance loss due

to ISI.

In the last two decades there has been significant progress made in equalizing ISI

resulting from the channel or transmitter filters. The two key areas are the DFE and the

optimum MLSE approaches. Gains in ISI equalization are directly translated to gains in

ACI rejection by allowing spectrally tighter filters at the front end of the receiver without

comparative ISI loss. The rest of the chapter reviews how the DFE has been extended to

combat ACI, and then presents a sub-optimum MLSE approach to combat ACI, which is

the focus of this thesis.

2.5.1 DFE (Decision Feedback Equalization)

The DFE was originally devised as a modification to linear equalization of ISI

channels. The DFE is composed of a forward filter, a sampler, and a decision threshold

followed by a discrete feedback filter. The forward filter is designed to substantially

frequency equalize the ISI, but with less noise enhancement than the perfect frequency

equalization of the linear equalizer, with the residual ISI largely removed by the feedback
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filter. Typically the forward and feedback filter are chosen according to the minimum

mean square error criterion (MMSE) , which can be easily implemented adaptively using

the least mean square algorithm (LMS).

The last decade has seen intense research into extending the DFE to combat ACI

and co-channel interference(CCf as well as ISI [2],ll2l. Many simulation results confirm

that fractionally spaced DFE, where the sampler samples atat least twice the signalling

rate, is more robust than traditional MF receivers in suppressing ACI and CCI [13]. There

are two explanations for the robust performance of fractionally spaced DFE. The first is

that the sampled frequency response of the SOI is no longer aliased, and thus the forward

filter can be more discriminating in suppressing interference, allowing the feedback filter to

reduce the ISI. The second explanation is that choosing the forward filter under the

MMSE criterion for two samples per symbol time exploits the cyclostationary nature of

the interference. Since the SOI and the ACI are modulated signals, they are

cyclostationary stochastic processes, where their mean and autocorrelation functions are

periodic with time. Recent research has shown that the classical MMSE filtering (or
'Wiener filtering) for signals in interference can be extended to cyclostationary signals (or

cyclic Wiener filtering) [14]. In the case of modulated signals, there is some gain in cyclic

Wiener filtering compared to Wiener filtering, where the modulated signals are modeled as

wide sense stationary by assuming the phase of the carrier is a uniform random variable.

Forcing the forward filter to minimize the mean square error for two samples per symbol

time means the forward filter more closely approximates the cyclic Wiener filter that

minimizes the instantaneous (in time) mean square error, not the average mean square

error (over a period in time) which the traditional Wiener filter implements. In the context

of narrowband signals considered here, however, the gains in cyclic Wiener filtering are

marginal [15] and also require that adjacent signals maintain a fixed phase and

synchronization offset which is not the typical situation. However, in synchronous

wideband systems such as CDMA, though, cyclic Wiener filtering (and sub optimum
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implementations thereof) as a means to suppress CCI are proving to be a fertile research

area 116l.

One disadvantage of DFE is that the symbol by symbol hard decisions which are

incompatible with soft decision decoding. Soft decision decoding, where a sampled

version of the received signal is retained, is used for convolution codes, and trellis coded

modulations in general. Although a form of DFE (Predictive Decision-Feedback

Equalizer) has been designed for soft decision decoding, where the estimated bits from the

decoding algorithm (usually the Viterbi algorithm) feed the feedback filter to reduce the

ISI, the implementation is sub optimum since the forward and feedback taps are not jointly

optimized under the MMSE criterion [17]. Another disadvantage is rhat the energy of ISI

resulting from the forward filter is ignored in the detection of the signal. For signals in

general, coded or uncoded, the ISI can be incorporated into the signal as a trellis and be

detected using a soft-decision decoding algorithm for some detection gain.

2.5.2 Sub Optimum MLSE in AWGN and ACI

Maximum likelihood sequence estimation of signals in intersymbol interference is

an optimum detection strategy. MLSE detection of signals in finite ISI is made tractable

by modeling the ISI as a finite state machine (or equivalently a trellis) and evaluating the

MLSE metric recursively using the Viterbi algorithm (VA.) [18]. The MLSE approach

was originally realized for linear modulations with a whitened matched filter which

provided sufficient statistics as well as decorrelating the noise [19]. Recently the MLSE

approach has been applied to trellis coded modulation (non linear modulations), whereby a

bandlimited filter followed by a Nyquist sampler provides the uncorrelated sufficient
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statistics [20]. For any given ISI channel, MLSE always performs better than DFE,

because the MLSE uses the energy of the ISI for a detection gain. Depending on the

nature of the ISI, the performance difference can be significant [17].

There has been no explicit work in using MLSE methods to combat ACI. Simmons

proposed a bandlimiting trellis decoding receiver (BTR) using low pass filters followed by

Nyquist samplers for continuous phase modulations (CPM) as a way to reduce the number

of matched filters l2ll,[22]. The significant ISI terms are mapped onto the modulation

trellis, which is then decoded by a trellis decoding algorithm such as the VA or M-

algorithm. His work shows that with low pass filters of spectral roll off comparable to the

CPM scheme, the BTR has the same ACI rejection capacity as the full matched filter VA

receiver. The BTR can be extended to combat ACI directly, by choosing low pass filters

with steeper spectral roll off than the matched filter which should provide better ACI

rejection capacity without any ISI penalty in performance.

The focus of this thesis is to investigate the performance in AWGN and ACI of the

BTR for MSK class modulations viewed as a linear offset quadrature modulation. The

lowpass filters used are very close to the ideal brickwall filters. The BTR thus performs a

MLSE of a bandlimited space in AWGN only. It should be the noted that the BTR can be

easily extended to non linear modulation, such as the CPM example from Simmons'

work.
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3. TITE BTR FOR MSK CLASS MODULATIONS

3.1 Introduction

This chapter initially discusses the class of MSK modulations in terms of the

modulator, the optimum receiver in AV/GN the quadrature matched filter , and the

different types of MSK modulations with their respective spectral properties. The BTR is

then developed in detail for the MSK class modulations, where the bandlimiting filter and

the trellis decoding algorithm are presented for both cases of AWGN and AWGN with

ACI.

3.2 MSK Class Modulations

Although MSK type modulations can be described as an example of a continuous

phase modulation , where the continuity in the phase introduces memory into the signal,

the discussion uses the alternative but equivalent model of linear quadrature constant

envelope modulations. In this model, the transmitter divides the bit stream a into inphase

and quadrature streams al and aQ, which linearly modulate the quadrature branches as

shown in Figure 3-1 .

The transmitted signal s(t) is:

s(t¡ = ef.aip(t - k2\)cos (Znr"t+0) + a)af p(t - k2To - To) sin(2æ{t +0) (3.r)
k¡

A=J2Eo /\
where the MSK type pulse p(t) satisfies the following constraints to ensure a constant

envelope:

p(r) = p(_r)

p(t)' +p(t-\ )' =r t e (0,\ )

(3.2a)

(3.2b)
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Figure 3-1 Parallel implementation of a MSK modulator

Note that the quadrature signals are interleaved by To in order to obtain the constant

envelope.

For coherent modulation where 0 is assumed to equal zero, it is convenient to

express s(t) in terms of the baseband complex envelope â¡r¡, *h"r",

k

Three examples of MSK type modulations are offset quadrature phase shift keying

(OQPSK), minimum shift keying (MSK) and sinusoidal frequency shift keying ( SFSK).

Their pulse shapes have the following form:

s(r) = *"{îr,1",'*"'}

,1,¡ = a)aip(t- k2Tb) - jelulp(t- k2q -q)

OQPSK: p(t)={- -T, < r<T;' "lzt, ¿)

- I (n, r fz,r,ll
sFSK: p(r) =-cotã-;""[î' _\ < r < q

(3.3a)

(3.3b)

(3.4a)

(3.4b)
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-2sin(2rcf"t+0)

Figure 3-2 Quadrature correlation filter for MSK modurations

-To <t<q
I lnt I

MSK: p(t) =-cod 
- 

|r, [2q ]
3.2.L Performance in AWGN

The optimum receiver for MSK modulations in AV/GN is the quadrature

correlation receiver as shown in Figure 3-2. The quadrature correlation receiver performs

matched filtering on each quadrature symbol. The symbol decisions in each branch are

statistically independent from each other because with reasonable f. the quadrature

matched filters are effectively orthogonal to each other. Under the assumption of equally

likely independent bits , the probability of bit error (P6) is two times the probability of

symbol error (P") minus the square of the probability of symbol error.

This probability of bit error P6 of power spectral density No/2 waus lHz is given by:

(3.4c)

(3.s)

(3.sb)

(E\
t, =rOU *",

I T I "'lQ(x)= 
-Jexpl 

-rHx.42n^ \.2)
where:
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3.2.2 Bandwidth Properties.

The bandwidth properties are analyzed in terms of the average power density

spectrum (PDS) of the modulated signals. According to the Wiener-Khintchine Theorem,

if s(t) is wide sense stationary, then the PDS is obtained from the Fourier transform of the

autocorrelation function. When the phase of the carrier is assumed unknown and modeled

as a uniform random variable, then the modulated signal is considered wide-sense

stationary. Typically the modulated signal is viewed from a non coherent standpoint, say

an adjacent channel, and hence the wide-sense stationary model is used here. Note if the

phase of the carrier is known then the modulated signal is cyclostationary, where the mean

and the autocorrelation function are periodic in time.

Since s(t) is a passband process, the PDS of s(t), S(f), is related to the pDS of the

complex baseband envelope âqt), S"qfl, Uy:

For the MSK modulations, the autocorrelation function R(t) , which is the expected value

of the producr â(rXr(, i r)) - is:

s(Ð =]{t.,t-t)+s" ( -r-q))

R(t) =f 
_å,',r(r+r)dr

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

R(t) = P
freI"lnrr - k2\ I - ¡aIulp(t - k2\
Itk

"'"o[,olulp(t - k2\ + t) + ja)afp(t - r<

- T. )).D,

2To-\ +t))

Since aI and aQ are sequences of statistically independent (+/- 1) random variables, n(t)

simplifies to:
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Figure 3-3 PDS of OQPSK, SFSK, and MSK

Therefore, the PDS of the complex envelope S.(f) is:

L2
S.(f ) =alp(r)lz watts/Hz

T,

where P(f) = jp(r)",'*¿r.

(3.e)

Hence the spectral properties of the MSK modulation are directly tied to the

spectral properties of the pulse shape. Figure 3-3 shows the PDS of the complex

envelopes for these three modulations. The asymptotic spectral roll off decays at the rate

of l/fn*z, where n is the number of times the pulse can be differentiated before the end

points become discontinuous. Hence the PDS of OQPSK decays at |lf , MSK decays at



where s(t¡ = e)aip(t - k2Tb) cos(2æ{t) + e)af plt- k2q - \ ) sin(2rf"t)
kk

llf , and, SFSK decays at llf . Notice that for modulations with sharper spectral decay,

there is a colresponding larger main lobe in the PDS due to the increased concentration of

signal power in the main lobe. With this brief discussion of the transmitter implementation

for MSK class modulations and their properties, the BTR for this class of modulations is

presented next.

3.3 BTR model for MSK modulations

3.3.1 Overview

The received signal r(t) in AWGN is:

r(t)=s(t) + n(t) (3.10a)

(3.10b)

and n(t) is white Gaussian noise with two sided spectral density No/2 watts /Hz. In each

quadrature arm, the BTR receiver consists of a bandlimiting filter h(t), sampler, and trellis

decoder. Each trellis decoder estimates the respective bit stream which are then de-

interleaved to form an estimate of the original bit stream. The receiver model is shown in

Figure 3-4 BTR receiver for MSK modulations
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Figure 3- 4.

3.3.2 Bandlimiting fîlter

The important factors concerning the choice of the bandlimiting filter h(t) are the

steepness of the spectral roll off and the effect on the noise statistics. The spectral roll off

must be considerably steeper than of the matched filter, otherwise there is no relative

benefit in ACI rejection. For ease in implementing the trellis decoding, it is desirable that

the samples be very close to being statistically independent . For AIVGN, the power

Density Spectrum of the noise at the output of the filter is proporrionaf to lfflf ¡l'. ff

lfftf il' is proportional to a Nyquist form, then Nyquist sampling of the ourput will result

in uncorrelated samples, which because they are Gaussian random variables will be

statistically independent. In consideration of these factors, the following filter was chosen:

h(t¡ = sin(2æW(t - 7.5T,y )) / (n(t- 7.5T.y ))

= 0 elsewhere

0<r<157
sy

(3.1 1)

The bandlimiting filter h(t) approximates the ideal brick wall filter with impulse

response sin(2nVlt)/æt with bandwidth W, but truncated to 15 T.r, with a delay of 7.5

T., to make it causal. Two bandwidths are considered , W=0.5Æu and W=0.25Æ6. Note

that Trr=2f6 because of the quadrature modulation. The two chosen bandwidths have

Nyquist sampling rates which are commensurate with T,r. Although the sampling rate

need not be commensurate with T,, for implementation, this feature makes synchronization

as well as the trellis decoding easier to perform. Note that'W=0.5Æ¡ corresponds to the
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Figure 3'5 Magnitude squared spectral responses for the bandlimiting filter
with w=0.5Æ61and for the matched fïlters of oepsK and MSK

97Vo in band power bandwidth for MSK, where as W=0.25Æ6 conesponds to 69Vo.

In order to check that the filter has a narrower spectral roll off then the matched

filters, Figure 3-5 shows the magnitude squared spectral response of the matched filters

for OQPSK and MSK compared to lfflf ¡l'. Figure 3-5 shows rhar indeed h(r) wirh

W=0.5Æu has a steeper roll off than the matched filter. For the case with W=0.25Æu , h(t)

has the same roll off as indicated by Figure 3-5 but the main lobe is narrower. One way to

quantify the difference between the ideal bandlimited filter and the approximation is to

compare the amount of power due to an adjacent signal that each filter passes. For one

adjacent MSK signal frequency spaced by 2/T6 with W=0.5Æ6, the filter allows 0.006 dB

more adjacent channel interference (ACI) power than an ideal bandlimited filter. Note for

this spacing that the matched filter allows 2.57 dB more ACI power than the ideal filter.

The correlation between noise samples due to the AWGN at the output of h(t) is
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Figure 3-6 Normalized filter autocorrelation function with
W=0.5/T¡

determined by the autocorrelation function R¡(t ):

Rn (t) = J nlt; trlt + î)dr (3.r2)

Figure 3.6 shows the normalized autocorrelation of h(t) with W=0.5Æu . For

W=0.25lTu, the autocomelation function has same form except it is scaled by 2T6.The

figure shows that correlation values between Nyquist sampling times (nÆ, n*0) are

approximately zero and can in effect be considered uncorrelated. Since the noise samples

are Gaussian, these samples can be considered statistically independent.

The structure of the ISI at the output of the filter with the two bandwidths due to
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one MSK pulse is shown in Figures 3-7 and 3-8. The samples at the Nyquist sampling

times, except for two symbol intervals from 14-18 T5, âre approximately zero for the two

cases. Although the filter's impulse has length of 15 T.r, there is only ISI for one symbol

length when Nyquist sampled. One explanation is that the filtered signals spectrum is

approximately flat over the limited bandwidth, particularly for'W=0.25Æ6, which thus

approximates the flat bandlimited spectrum of a Nyquist pulse. From an energy standpoint

point, the samples from these two symbol intervals represent over 99.99Vo of the total

energy of the filtered signal for all the modulations considered.

The structure of a filtered adjacent signal pulse is contrasted to the filtered signal

of interest ( SOI ) pulse. Figure 3-9 shows the output of h(t) with W=0.5Æ6 due to one

adjacent MSK pulse with a frequency offset by 2/T6. This filtered pulse's energy is more

spread out over the time axis, which gives rise to more significant ACI terms. The

structure of this filtered pulse only depends on the bandwidth of the filter, since the

synchronization offset simply shifts this filtered pulse in time, where as the phase and

frequency offset modify the magnitude of this filtered pulse. Figure 3-10 shows the output

of h(t) with W=0.25nb due to one adjacent MSK pulse with a frequency offset of ZlTu.

Here the filtered output is a pulse, approximately half cosine in shape, which extends

over 3 symbol lengths. Note that the magnitude of this pulse is dependent on the random

phase offset parameter. The trend with even narrower filtering is to elongate this pulse

over the time axis. Again this filtered pulse has more significant ACI terms than for the

corresponding filtered SOI pulse.
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3.3.3 Sufficient Statistics

Assuming that the filtered signal is ideally bandlimited to W, then the signal can be

uniquely represented by a linear combination of the orthogonal basis set for W
bandlimited space, which is {sin(2æW(t-n/2W))/n(t-n/2W)} where neZ. These basis

functions have the property that at t=n/2W all other basis functions equal zero except the

function which has been translated by n/2W from the origin. Hence sampling at 2W, the

Nyquist rate, provides sufficient statistics to the trellis decoder, since the original

bandlimited signal can be reconstructed from these samples.

Since the samples are the coefficients of orthogonal bases set, the Euclidean

distance between two filtered signals , say s¡(t) and s2(t), can be computed in terms of

their samples (s1 ¡) and { s2 i}.Thus,

(3.13)

3.4 Trellis Decoder.

3.4.1 Trellis Description in AWGN

Trellis description of ISI follows when the ISI resulting from the causal

bandlimiting filter h(t) is modeled as a finite state machine. To develop the trellis consider

first the sampled vector zI of the inphase filter ouput the j'th symbol interval:

ll,, r,r -,, (r)ll' = *ì,,,, -,,,),

where

L
l\-trzt= zLà¡-r8* * ni

k=0

?
Br,i = g(r = k\, +iT.) = J p(t-t-\)h(t)dt,

(3.r4)

L is the memory length in units of

T., of the filter, nr¡ is the sampled noise of variance 2Now watts, and { gr } is the

sampled impulse response of the overall channel. Note that a state is defined over T., not

Ts, and hence the channel coefficients { g, } , noise input n¡, and output 4 are [lxS]
vectors where S is equal to Trr/Tr. The memory vector of the channel defines the state and
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Figure 3-11Finite state machine model of intersymbol interference

the number of states equals 2L. The state is defined for the whole symbol length T.,

because the transitions of this finite state machine occur every T.r. Figure 3-11 shows the

finite state machine model of the causal bandlimiting filter.

A trellis comprises of defining the mappings from an information vector aI of

length L to a set of discrete output vectors { si }, as well as the allowable transitions

between the states which are defined by L information symbols. In this case, the finite state

machine model of the ISI provides both the set of mappings and allowable transitions

sufficient for a trellis description. The trellis is shown in Figure 3- IZ, where the memory

length is 2.

3.4.2 Decoding the Trellis in AWGN

The maximum likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE) method for estimating the

information sequence (vector) aI given the received vector zt is to choose the aI that

maximizes the conditional probability p{ z'l at }. In order to evaluate p{ ll ar }, the

statistics of noise vector nt are required. For the case of AWGN, the statistics of nr are

known. They are identical independent Gaussian random variables with zero mean and a

variance of 2NoW watts. For a block length Ns, the MLSE rule chooses ar that

maximizes the total metric:
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Figure 3-12 Trellis with L=2

xlll
rn[P{ z¡lu' }] = 

àll,: - å"r,-ll' (3.14)

Note that zt¡ and gr are lxS vectors, and the metric in (3.14) is defined over gÌt .The sum

in equation (3.I4) is the total metric for a given sequence at . The individual terms due to

each output transition in the total metric are called branch metrics. At each transition there

are only 2L possible branch metrics, since the information symbols are binary. Without any

simplification, to compute the total metric for aÌl possible sequences would require a

prohibitive 2N' computations. The Viterbi Algorithm, however, dramatically reduces the

number of computations by exploiting the trellis description to compute the total metric.

3.4.3 The Viterbi Algorithm

There is a wealth of literature on the

MLSE for linear ISI channelsll9] . A brief

VA, particularly as a means to implement

discnssion of the VA follows, in order to
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highlight the basic assumptions by which the VA works. The VA searches the trellis for

the most likely path according to the following sreps.

1) The VA keeps one survivor path at each state, while retaining the accumulated metric

of that path. Hence there arc 2L survivor paths kept at each iteration..

2) For the next iteration, the VA extends these 2L survivor paths to 2L*r paths and

computes the new accumulated metrics of these 2L*r paths by adding the new branch

metric to each.

3) At each state, the VA then rejects the path with the smaller metric, and hence retains 2L

new survivor paths with their new accumulated metrics.

The above is repeated until end of block is reached. The survivor path with the largest

accumulated metric is then chosen

Note that the VA requires Ns2L computations compared to the brute force 2N' .

The key idea of the VA is that if two paths merge in a trellis state, then the path with the

smaller metric can be rejected because any two signals which have the same signal

component after the merge, the signal whose 'tail' has a larger metric will always be

larger. The main assumption behind this idea is that future metrics are independent of

present and past metrics. More generally, future received samples are statistically

independent of present and past received samples, and hence knowledge of future samples

does not change the likelihood of present and past samples. In the case of AV/GN and the

causal bandlimiting filter with tH(Ðl very close to Nyquist 1 form, the received samples

are statistically independent and thus the vA effectively performs MLSE .

3.4.4 Truncated ISI

Recall that for the chosen filter the total ISI spans 15 symbol lengths, with over

99.9 Vo of the total energy contained in thlee symbol lengths. The trellis decoder ignores
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all the other ISI terms except from the 3 symbol lengths mentioned, which gives the trellis

a memory length of two ( L=2 ). The residual ISI is an amplitude bounded random

variable which is below -30 dB power relative to the signal power ; hence it has minimal

to no effect on performance.

3.5 Trellis Decoder In AWGN and ACI

In order to understand the impact of the filtered ACI in the decoding of the ISI

trellis of the signal of interest (SOI), it is necessary to examine the structure of this ACI

to estimate its first and second order statistics. In the presence of ACI, the received signal

at the front end of the receiver is:

where

r(t¡=As(t)+a(t)+n(t)
Na

a(t) = I),e,ui,,pi (t- i}To -À, ) cos(2ruf,t + 0i )

(3.16a)

(3.tta)

(3.r7b)

i=l j
Na

- Il,a,ul,p,(r - j2To-To -1",)sin(2rf,r+ei) (3.16b)
i=l j

is the ACI signal, Na is the number of interferers, {41 ,f, ,À,,0, } are the parameters of each

interferer, and \,0, are independent uniform landom variables over (0,2n), (-T6,T6)

respectively. It is assumed that all the inphase and quadrature bit streams of the interferers

are independent equally likely random variables. For the inphase trellis decoder, then the

sampled signal for the j'th symbol time is:
Na

zj = sj + fRr,,, - )1q,., + n,
i=l i=l

NN

AI,,: = A,Iui,,-*gl,o, 4Q,,, = a, )ufl-os.au
k=l k=l

8ì,¡ = 8'(r= irry + j\)= Jpr"-Tb -À,)cos(2ru(f, -f")t+0,)h(r-t)dr (3.t7c)

ooT
8l¡ = g"(t: iT* + jI -'I;) = J p(t-E -À,)sin(2æ(f' -f.)t+0,)h(t-t)dr (3.lld)

where AIi¡, AQq are lxS u""rorrl, the inphase and quadrature interference due to the

i'th interferer.
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3.5.1 First Order Statistics

Since the filtered adjacent signal is time dispersed, the sample value due to the

filtered ACI is a sum of independent equally likely random variables each multiplied by a

coefficient of approximately the same magnitude. For one interferer, there are two sets of

terms due to the inphase and quadrature interference. For the case with'W=0.5Æ¡, there

are approximately 30 terms, and with W=0.25/T,", there are approximately 6 terms, as

previously indicated for one interferer. By invoking the central limit theorem, it is a

reasonable assumption that the sampled filtered ACI in both cases, but particularly with

W=0.5Æu, tends to a first order density Gaussian random variable. Note this assumption is

even truer in the presence of more than one interferer of the same relative power.

One way to check the accuracy of this Gaussian approximation is to estimate the

first order density function by a Monte Carlo simulation. The two examples examined are

one MSK adjacent signal with a frequency offset by 2/T6 and filtered with W=0.5Æ6 and

W=0.25Æu.

The estimate of the density function is based on the histogram method. The range

of the samples is divided into equal sized bins, ancl the estimate of the probability at the

center of a bin is simply the number of samples lalling in that bin divided by the product of

the total number of samples and the bin size. The number of bins used here is 200.

The density estimate of the filtered ACi with W=0.5Æu in Figure 3-13 is shown

to be very close to a Gaussian density with the same variance, which verifies in this case

that the Gaussian approximation is reasonable To check the robustness of this

assumption, the same Monte Carlo density estimate of the filtered ACI was run for the

case of one interferer, with frequency offsets of 2.0/T6, Ls/Tb, i.0Æ6. The results

showed the density estimate had the same fonl for all cases, which is expected since the

frequency spacing only modifies the magnitude of the filtered adjacent signal pulse and

does not change its form. The density estimate fbl w=0.25Æu in Figure 3-14 only
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approaches the form of a Gaussian density, since there are significantly less terms of the

filtered adjacent signal pulse.

3.5.2 Second Order Statistics.

The approach taken here is to model the filtered ACI as white Gaussian noise. The

advantage of this approach is that the receivel does not require knowledge of any

parameter of the ACI. The accuracy in this model of filtered ACI as additive white

Gaussian noise is examined later in the simulations. There may be benefit, however, in

modeling the filtered ACI as colored Gaussian noise, where this interference spectrum is

given by the power density spectrum of the filtered ACI. In order to whiten this

interference noise, however, the receiver needs to know the relative power level of the

AWGN and the filtered ACI. In addition, there rnay be some benefit in exploiting the

statistical dependence between quadrature branches which exist because of the ACI. The

trellis decoder thus performs a sub optimun.r MLSE by modeling the filtered ACI as

AWGN, hence requiring no changes in its metrics fiom the case of no ACI.

3.6 Summary

The MSK class modulation has been clesclibed as a class of constant envelope

linear offset quadrature modulation. The matchecl filter is shown as optimum in the

presence of AWGN only. The BTR was developed for the MSK class modulations, where

the received signal is projected onto a bandlimited subspace by the filter followed by

Nyquist sampler, and then processed by a hellis decoder. The BTR performs a MLSE on

the bandlimited subspace in AWGN , and performs a sub optimum MLSE in the presence

of ACI by modeling the filtered ACI as AWGN. The next chapter investigates the

performance both analytically and with simLrl¿rtions of the BTR compared with the

matched filter in AV/GN and in ACI.
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4. BTR PERFORMANCB IN AWGN AND ACI

The performance of the BTR in the cases of AV/GN and with ACI are

investigated both analytically and by simulation. This performance shows that the BTR has

comparable performance with the optimum matched filter (MF) in the case of AWGN. In

addition, the BTR is compared with a simpler rcceiver (SR) with no trellis decoder which

samples the filtered signal every symbol interval. The BTR is shown to have a

performance gain relative to the SR by exploiting the energy of the samples not detected

by the SR as well as avoiding degradation due to any residual ISI. For the case of ACI, the

BTR has significant performance gain up of to 4.8 dB compared to the MF. The programs

for the simulations were written in C and were executed on a Sun workstation.

4.1 BTR PERFORMANCE IN AWGN

The performance of the BTR comparecl to the MF in AWGN is investigated both

analytically and with simulations for OQPSK, MSK and SFSK . The analysis indicates that

for these modulations there is negligible degraclation in minimum distance for the BTR

with W=0.5Æ6, but with W=0.25/'1,, there is I'r'om 1.11 dB to Z.l5 dB degradation

depending on the modulation. Monte Carlo simulation which exactly model the channel

conditions verify the results of the analysis.

4.1.1 Error Analysis

For moderate to high SNR, the error performance of the trellis decoder is

determined by the minimum Euclidean distance between any two signal sequences. Since

the two quadrature trellis decoders are identical and independent in AWGN, the analysis

is restricted without loss of generality to the inphase trellis decoder. Since the channel for
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the inphase decoder is a linear intersymbol channei, the difference signal between any two

possible signal sequences is equivalently the signal modulated by the difference sequence

(or error sequence) of those two inphase information sequences 1271. In general,

depending on the severity and type of intersymbol interference, the determination of the

error sequence that gives rise to the minimum distance is very difficult. Here, however, it

is reasonable to propose, that since the channel fìlter has no spectral nulls and the trellis

has memory length of 2, the minimuüì error sequence is 2,0,0,....This proposition is

verified later by computer simulations.

The probability of error event (Pe) fol the inphase trellis decoder at moderate to

high signal to noise ratio is:

where dl," is the normalized, minimum clistance squared, E" is the energy of the minimum

difference signal, and ol is the variance of the AWGN which is No/2 watts. In the

sampled domain, dl," caused by the error seque rrce 2,0,.. is calculated by:

(4.r)

(4.2)d1'" =#åilr' l[ : *iilr,ll'

Ts!

where gr,j =g(r=i\, + jT, )= jp(t- Tb )h(r - t)dt.
0

The factor 1/2V/ normalizes afu" to unit energy and thus the

No. Since the residual ISI is less than -30 dB, then

1 å" 12 tI I

*]ltt ll = JlPrril'¿r

?
where P(f) = J p(t) exp(-iZnft)dt. Hence di,,,, equals:

Recall ttrat: Jplt¡' dt = I .

baseband noise variance to

(4.3)
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d1," = + ]lelr¡l'or (4.4)

Recall that without ISI, wher" ttr" opti,lå pelfbrmance in AWGN is achieved with the

MF, afu" equals 4. Thus the performance deglaclation of df,," in dB for the inphase trellis

decoder compared to the MF performance in AWGN is :

roroe( Ïlpfrll'url dB (4.s)

Equation (4.5) indicates that the more bandwidth efficient the MSK pulse is in

terms of minimizing the out of band power lacliation at a pafücr¡lar bandwidth 'W, 
the

smaller the corresponding performance deglaclation is for the BTR. Table I shows ol,"

dB losses calculated for OQPSK, MSK, SFSK with v/=0.5Æb, and w=O.zsnb

respectively.

Table I BTR al," Ioss in dB for w=0.5/Tb, and w=0.25Æ6 compared to MF.

W=0.5/'tr.1. W=0.25lTr

OOPSK 0.457 dB r.114 dB

SFSK 0.342 dB 2.147 dB

MSK 0.132 dB 1.561 dB

The degradation factor shows that the BTR performance is sensitive to

bandwidth. For narrow bandwidths, snch as 0.2-5lT5, even though the AWGN is narrowly

filtered, there is a net performance degradation clependent on the bandwidth. This feature

suggests that a BTR with a narow bandwidth (0.25/Tò compared to a wider bandwidth

(0.5/Tb) may not be as good at rejecting ACI bec¿ruse of the poor trade off between the

reduction of interference power and the redLrction in d1,". This trend is demonstrated

when the performance of the BTR in AWGN ancr AcI is considered.

As an interesting aside, V/ittke and Deshpande [1] have determined the optimum

MSK type pulses according to the cliterion of ninimizing the out of band radiation for a
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particular bandwidth W. Of interest is that their research reveals that for the bandwidth

W=0.5Æ¡ the MSK pulse is very close to the optimum, whereas for 0.25/'1u OepSK is

close to optimum.

Note that since the AWGN is uncorrelatecl and

each quadrature branch, then the probability of error

decoder is independent of the probability of en-or event

(which has the same probability). Each error event has I

error rate P6 equals:

Po = 2P" - (f )' =2P".
4.1.2 SimulatÍon Results

hence statistically independent in

event (P") in the inphase trellis

in the quadrature trellis decoder

bit in error. Thus the overall bit

(4.6)

Simulations were conducted according to an exact baseband model of the inphase

trellis decoder . Hence all the ISI terms (even tl'rose discarded by the trellis decoder) are

simulated, and the noise samples are uncorlelated Gaussian random variables with

variance 2NoV/. For each ElVo parameter, the simulation length was 2 million, where the

binary bit stream was simulated according to a pseudo-random sequence of length 23t-1.
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The simulation results shown in Figures 4-1, 4-2 with W=0.5Æ6 and V/=0.25Æu

for OQPSK, MSK, SFSK agree with the ctl,,,, clB loss indicated by the analysis. The

performance of these three modulations for the BTR with W=0.5/T¡, but particularly the

more bandwidth efficient MSK at W=0.5Æ5, zu'e practically indistinguishable from the

optimum performance of the matched filter.

4.1.3 SR revceiver.

In the case of the filter with W=0.5/T5. sampling the filtered signal at the Nyquist

rate introduces at least two serious intersyn-ibol terms. In effect, the trellis decoder is

compensating for these ISI tetms. A simpler receiver (SR) is one that samples at the

symbol rate (2T,), avoids the two dominant ISI tel'ms, and makes decisions every symbol

interval. Ignoring the degradation due to the residual ISI for the symbol rate sampler, the

performance of the SR can be lower boundecl by the analysis already given. The upper

bound on df,," equals:

. 1 , ,2 [ L, ',rld.," rçllzs,ll ={çlls.ll 
_l

where g, is the peak sample at the output of channel h(t) due to p(t).

The degradation of o|," compared to the matchccl 1ìlter is given in Table II.

(4.7)

Table II. SR oi," loss in dB for.W=0.5Æb, and W=0.25lTb

SR ol,. loss to MF SR ai," Ioss to BTR

W=0.5lTr W=0.25lTn W=0.5/T+. W=0.25Æx

OOPSK 0.161 dB 1.121 dB 1.153 dB 0.007 dB

MSK 0.534 dB 1.57 dB 0.402 dB 0.01 dB
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Table II indicates that the BTR has superior pe rfblnrance to the SR for W=0.5Æu, but for

W=0.25Æu has indistinguishable performance. The filtered signal of interest is effectively

frequency equalized with W=0.25/'fb. The cost , however, is significant df," degradation

compared to W=0.5Æ6, which results in poor pelformance in AWGN and in ACI (shown

later).

4.2 BTR PERFORMANCE IN AWGN AND ACI

4.2.I Error Analysis

There has been error analysis presentecl lbr the MF detection of MSK in ACI and

AWGN [23]-124), as well as for the Viterbi detection of continuous phase modulations in

ACI and AWGN[25]. Only an outline of these analyses are presented here in order to

emphasize the different sensitivity between the MF and the BTR on the statistics of the

ACI. The performance of the BTR and MF in z\CI and AWGN are then estimated from

Monte Carlo simulations, with some results compared with the previous studies to

confirm reliability of the simulations.

For discussion, the equivalent basebancl received signal r(t) for the inphase branch

in AV/GN and ACI is:

r(t¡=As(t)+a(t)+n(t)

s(t¡=e)ain(t -izTb)
j

A=!0E' /T,
Na

a(t) = I),n,uì,,pr (t- j2'f,, -À, ) cos(2æfdir +ei )
i=l j

Na

- I),e,ul,p, (,-¡2\ - To - À,)sin(2rcfd,t+0,)
l=t J

(4.8a)

(4.8b)

(4.8c)
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where Na is the number of interferers, {A; .fd¡,,À;,0i} are the parameters of each

interferer, 1", and 0i are independent unifomr random variables over (0,2n), (-T6, T5)

respectively. It is assumed that all the inphase and quadrature bit streams of the interferers

{ uJ , ao } *" independent equally likely randonr variables.

The quadrature correlation filter perfolnrs maximum likelihood detection for each

quadrature symbol in AWGN. The probabilitl, ç¡ symbol error, p", is the probability that

the projection of the received signal, r(t), on the clifference signal, sz(t)-sr(t), exceeds a

certain threshold. Since the signaling in each blanch is antipodal the normalized difference

signal is just p(t). In the case of AWGN and ACl, rhen p" equals:

P" = Jrt"lat
',b @'9)

where f{cr} isthedensityof cr,= Jp(t)af r.0,.À,,af ,af¡dt overi=1,...,Na
-T6

The important feature of this result is that P. clepends on integrating a Q function which is

perturbed by the statistics of the ACI filterecl by the MF. Hence P. is sensitive to the

statistics of the match-filtered ACI when thc r,¿iriance of the nuisance parameter, cr(,is

sufficient to degrade performance.

If one now considers the BTR, which ¡rerlorms MLSE on a bandlimited space in

AWGN, then the probability of error event P,. lbr high SNR is now the probability that

the projection of the received signal on the mìnirlum bandlimited difference signal exceeds

a certain threshold. It has already been verifiecl by computer simulations that the minimum

bandlimited difference signal equals :

p(t)@h(t+T5) (4.10)

where I denotes convolution. Recall that the rletric operations performed in the sampled

domain by the VA are equivalent to the thosc pelformed in the Euclidean bandlimited

space. Thus the P" in the case of AWGN and ¡\cI can be formulated as:

[.'ffi.#þ"
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r.^ f F "lp"=Jrrâr.tl+*"ål.t (4,1)

^ ^ 
l5lb

where f{cr} is the density of o(, = J {pCtl I h(t + \ ) }a(r,0,, À,, af ,af ¡dr over i = 1,...,Na

Az 
-15T6

and d*¡n is the degraded d'.ndue to the bancllimiting filtering. Since the BTR has more

random terms of the adjacent signals in the filtereci ACI due to the timespan of h(t) , the

amplitude statistics of the filtered ACI are molc Gaussian. The same remarks concerning

P" sensitivity to the statistics of the filtered ACI applies, except that the variance of this

filtered ACI should be less because of the additional filtering by rhe bandlimiting filter h(t).

4.2.2 An example of the statistics of the filterecl ACI

For illustration purposes, an estimate ol'f'{cr") and f {â} ur" obtained from Monte

Carlo simulations for the case of one adjacent MSK signal frequency offset by 2.0/T6 and

at 20 dB interference power to signal powel ratio (US). Comparing the two densities

shown in Figures 4-3 and,4-4, f{cr) is seen as rvider spread than f 1â¡ , *itr, a spike

around zero which indicates that there is a sienilicant range of synchronization and phase

offsets for which the ACI is in fact orthogonal to the SOL If f{cr) and f {â¡ are bottr

normalized to have the same variance, f{cr) will be still wider spread than f {â}, an¿ hence

these additional 'tails'of the f{cr) will incur mole elror at the medium to high SNR range.

This illustration serves to suggest that f{cx) is lelatively more detrimental than f {â} to
error perfonnance in the medium to high SNR r-ange.
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4.2.3 SimplifÏed Analysis: Gaussian model

. A useful analysis to check the perfolnmncc of the BTR in AWGN and ACI is to

model the filtered ACI as AWGN. The probability of error event P" under this model

equals:

*={

¡2
where No is the one sided spectral height of thc ¡\wGN, dn,¡n is the dl," degraded by the

filtering and Nb is the equivalent spectral height of the filtered interference in the

equivalent baseband model. Nb is computecl belbre the filter by considering one

adjacent signal at a frequency offset off¿ , ancl at an interference to signal ratio of yS. It

is given by:

(4.12)

(4.13)Nb=delP(r - r', rl'*le1-t-ro)l'or

4.2.4 Simulation Parameters

Monte Carlo simulations are perfomrecl on the BTR and MF receivers in an exact

baseband model for the SOI and the ACI, r,vhclc both the ISI terms of the SOI and the

intetference terms of the ACI are retainecl. '[he simulations are performed under the

following parameters:

l)The random parameters { À,0i} are dlarvn according to their respective density

functions every 50 symbol intervals.

2)The run length for each Eo/No simulation rlur \\/¿ìs 2 million, hence providing a reliable

estimate of error performance Llp to 5x10-6 ( l0 e r-r-ors).

3) The length of each pseudo-random antipoclar ini'ormation sequence is 231-1.
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The simulations are conducted for MSI( ancl OQPSK for one interferer at f¿ eQual

to 2.0/T6, 1,5/T6, and 1.0/Tu. The BTR is sinrulated fbr both W=0.5Æu and W=0.25Æu.

One interferer at a relatively high VS is the most probable near-far situation.

The simulation results are given in Len-ns of average bit error rate for each

quadrature branch. Note that errors in each blanch in ACI are no longer statistically

independent. Thus there may be some benef it in high ACI for the BTR to exploit the

correlation between the quadrature branches.

The simulation results are presented as 1ìrllur,vs. For each frequency spacing f¿, the

results for the BTR compared to the analytrcal lesults based on modeling the ACI as

Gaussian are presented first. Then for each 1ìr a plot is given. This plot compares the

E/No dB loss relative to the matched filter ar a P.=10-s in no ACI for each receiver at

different levels of VS. This plot illustrates the lelative levels of VS that each receiver

sustains before serious performance degradatiorr.
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4.2.5 SimulationResults

In the literature, there is no stanclalcl scr o1' parameters or criteria for evaluating

ACI. Since there is a whole range of differe nt pt;ssible parameters, from frequency spacing

to relative power levels between SOI and thc A('1. it is difficult to cross reference other

results from previous research in this area. Fol e xanrple, the DFE performance in ACI is

typically given by the MMSE obtained, not the a\rcr'¿ìge bit error performance. One way to

compare the two receivers is to approximately clctL'r'ntine the threshold of ACI power that

each receiver can endure before any seliclLrs pcrlbrmance degradationl24]. Typically

receivers exhibit a threshold effect under ACI. ri,here when the ACI power is below the

threshold there is negligible performance desrlll¿rrion. whereas above this threshold there

is rapid degradation. The threshold here is clLuirrril'iecl as the Interference to Signal (yS)

power at which the receiver suffers 3 dB lc¡ss in perlbrmance at an average probability of

bit error of 10-5.

The accuracy of the Gaussian model is lpproximately within 1 dB of the actual

performance in ACI for the BTR as shorvn [r-l' [risLrres 4-5 to 4-22. In general, the

Gaussian model gives a slightly over optinristic pelformance compared to the actual

performance in ACI. The differences in perlblnmnc:e c¿rn be accounted for by the fact the

filtered ACI is not white and that there is statisrical clependence between the quadrature

branches. This approximate agreement betwccn the Gaussian model and the actual

performance indicates that modeling the filtercrl ,\(ll as WGN is a reasonable assumption.

There maybe additional benefit in exploling nrolc ¿l.ccurate models for the BTR that
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account for the statistical dependence

quadrature branch.

For the defined threshold of 3 dB

Pe=10-s, Tables III-V give this threshold

of error plots .

bctri,cen samples as well as between each

Eb/No Joss compared to the

for VIF lnd BTR as derived

MF with no ACI at

from the probability

Table Ill.
YS dB threshold for PS and N4SK with one interferer at f¿

Table IV.
yS dB threshold for the BTR with W=0.5/Tr. tìrr.OepSK and MSK with one interferer at

f¿ and the difference(A) in clIJ ro MF for same f¿

=2.01'l't,li fu=r.Orr

YS dB Threshold for the

atf¿ i

Tablc \/.
W=0.25lTr,lÌri OQPSK and MSK with one interfererBTR with

nd rhe diffrat d a ere A) ur cltJ to MF fbr same fa.

W=0.25lT^ f¿=1.0/Tr. f¿=1.5/Tr' f¿=2.0/'1-t fìr=1.O/Tn fa=L.5Ær, f¿=2.0[I"
OOPSK 2.2 dB 5.9 dB 8.5 dB A1.5 dB 41.7 dB

^1.7 
dB

MSK 8.0 dB 15.1 dB 20.9 rtB A2.0 dB
^1.1 

dB -^0.1 dB

The MF simulation results for MSK at f¿-1.0/'l'r, ruìcl 1.5/T,o, and for OQPSK at fd-1.0Æu,

agree very closely to the analytical results siv'cn ir.l 1241. The BTR with W=0.25Æu in

general performs worse than with W=0.5/T¡. ¡\s rvith the case of AWGN only, the BTR

with a narrower bandwidth results in a net pc|l',')r'n'ìance degradation even though the

interference has also been nanowly filter-ed.

4.2 rlB
I-{.0 rlB 21.0 dB

10.5 drl
24.5 cu}

^3.5 
dB
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The BTR with W=0.5Æ6 for both MSI( rLncl OQPSK shows more robustness in

suppressing ACI than the MF. The gains in thc threshold of above 2.8 dB for these

modulations, from the close spacing of l.O/Tr, to 2.0/Tt, compared to the MF can

represent significant benefit. The gain of 4.8 clti lbr MSK at the frequency spacing of

I.5nb particularly stands out. Of interest is thc ¡relf''ormance difference of OQPSK and

MSK in ACI. The tighter PDS of MSK results in a difference in threshold for the BTR

with W=0.5Æ6 of 5.4 dB at f¿-1.0Æ5 to 14 rill at f¿=).e/16. There are clear spectral

savings in using MSK compared to OQPSK 1'or cirhel the MF or the BTR.
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5. CONCLI]Sã(}N

The thesis investigated the perforrnance of thc Il-l-R in AWGN and ACI for MSK class

modulations. Since JMLSE is undesirable because of cxccss hardware complexity, the receiver in

AWGN and ACI must project the received signal onto a sLrbspace. The choice of subspace should

have a superior S/I ratio to the matched filter, while h¿rving comparable performance to the MF in

the case of no interference. A natural choice for unsynchi'onized FDMA systems is a bandlimited

space for the SOI. The BTR perforrns a MLSE on this bandlimited subspace. The simulation

results for the BTR with W=0.5/Tu show that this appi'ouch can have comparable performance to

the MF in AWGN, with improved performance in ACI lrom 2.8 dB to 4.8 dB for the cases

studied. This approach could be applied to unsynchloniz.ccl CDMA systems, where one possible

subspace could be the same spreading code but with a rlil'l'elent pulse shape; one that emphasizes

pulse transitions.

The BTR can be applied to bandwidth efficient non-linear modulation such as trellis coded

modulation or continuous phase modulation[22]. An ap¡rlo¡rriate bandlimited space is chosen so

as not to degrade the distances in the signal constcilulion, with the resulting intersymbol

interference included in the signal's trellis. For these nrclrc bandwidth efficient modulations, such

as 64 quadrature amplitude modulation TCM or quârelrì¿rry partial response CpM, a narrower

bandwidth than 0.5Æ6 may suffice. Note that the restilting ISI from namowly filtered CPM cannot

be frequency equalized in general, since the modulation is non-linear.

Another advantage for the BTR for bandwidth cit'icient modulations with many states in

the trellis is to allow less complex sub-optimum trelìis clccocling without increased sensitivity to
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ACI. Simmons has shown that reduced state decoding o1' CPM with a matched filter front end is

more sensitive to ACI than MLSE decoding of CPi\4 ri,jth the VA 1221. The reduced state

decoding causes early decisions between two signals bel'olc they have merged in the signal trellis.

Thus unlike the VA case the difference signal is disconLinr-rous which means that the spectral

response of this reduced state decoding receivel rolls ol'l' ¿rt 1/f2. Hence this receiver is highly

sensitive to ACI which has the same spectral roll off as OQPSK. The BTR however, already

narrowly filters the ACI, which means that early decisions in the signal trellis are subject to less

ACI power. In addition, since the filtered ACI is close ro Caussian, the performance of reduced

state decoding in ACI for the BTR may be close to the pe ri'orrrance in AWGN.
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